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subprojects (Figure 1).
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The target of this research is to predict
greenhouse gas emissions from Asian countries from
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the transportation sector is one of the main factors to
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urbanization. Thus a new transport model proposal is

Specifically, we adopted two points of view. The first
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Issues to be tackled in Asia region:

growth

to

which

achieve
satisfies

Low carbon development
in Asia

Economic development, resources, energy security, poverty
reduction, improve environmental quality, etc..
Research topics:
Leap- frog toward low carbon development
Biomass production for food or energy
Social infrastructure and less material use
Diversity in Asia in lifestyle
Institution and governance to realize low carbon society
Low carbon sustainable transportation and urban city

Backcasting from future vision and
roadmaps

Realization of a low carbon society with high quality of life
Society that that each country of Asia has to low carbon society
Narrative storyline and evaluation by qualitative modeling
Options by roadmaps
Capacity building and release of innovative strategy from Asia
Encouraging the framing for LCS policy in each Asian country

Factors in Scenario/Roadmap
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Energy production:
Resource & technology

Social resource:
Tradition & regulation

Human resource
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